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How can we tell we’ve made what we’ve said we made?

Use techniques of structural determination:
a) mass spectrometry: what is size and molecular formula?
b) infrared spectroscopy: what functional groups are present?
c) ultraviolet spectroscopy: is a conjugated π-electron system present?
d) nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy: what is carbon-hydrogen
    framework?

C203 introduces b) and d). Chemistry 333 covers all of them in more detail.

Infrared (IR) Spectroscopy

in IR spectroscopy, we are interested in molecules absorbing radiation in the infrared region of
the electromagnetic spectrum—results in the excitation of a molecule from one vibrational state
to another (bond deformations: stretching, bending etc.)

IR radiation absorbed by organic molecules:   λ (lamba) = ~2-16 µm

remember:   c (speed of light) = λ (lamba, wavelength) X υ (nu, frequency)

therefore υ=c/λ
                                                                                                        
and the energy of a photon is given by:    E = hυ = hc/λ=hcυ (where υ=1/λ)
(From the above equation we can see that light with higher frequency will have higher energy
and that light with a lower wavelength will also have higher energy.)

in organic chemistry for IR spectra, the position of the absorption is usually given in units of
wavenumbers (# of waves/cm)

λ= ~2 x 10-4 —16 x 10-4 cm

wavenumber   = υ (nu bar) = # of waves/cm
= 1/λ  =  [1/2 x 10-4 — 1/16 x 10-4] cm
= 5000 cm-1 to 625 cm-1

types of vibrations: complex molecules have many possible vibrations although two distinct types
can be distinguished

bond stretching
bond bending

Each type of functional group has a variety of vibrational modes and therefore a complex
molecule containing many functional groups will have a complex IR spectrum
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Useful Regions of the IR spectrum
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Infrared Absorptions of Functional Groups

a) 4000-2500 cm-1

C-H (3200-2700 cm-1)   present in nearly all organic molecules so not diagnostic
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b) 2500-2000 cm-1

usually has NO absorption bands, so these functional groups give rise to very characteristic
absorptions in this region
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c) 2000-1600 cm-1

-one of the most important regions in the IR spectrum
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